Eggshell membrane hydrolyzates activate NF-κB in vitro: possible implications for in vivo efficacy
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Purpose: Eggshell membrane (ESM) has been shown to contain naturally occurring bioactive components, and biological activities such as reducing proinflammatory cytokines, liver fibrosis, and joint pain in osteoarthritis sufferers have also been reported for ESM matrix as a whole. Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B-cells (NF-κB) is a signaling protein found in the cytoplasm of nearly all human and animal cell types and is a primary regulator of immune function. The studies reported herein were designed to investigate the possible role that NF-κB activity might play in the reported biological activities of ESM.

Methods: Three ESM hydrolyzates produced via fermentation, enzymatic, or chemical hydrolysis were evaluated in vitro in either human peripheral blood mononuclear cell or THP-1 (human leukemic monocyte) cell cultures for NF-κB activity following 4-hour exposure. The hydrolyzates were compared with untreated control cells or cells incubated with lipopolysaccharide or ascorbic acid. The source of ESM activity was also evaluated.

Results: NF-κB levels were increased above levels found in untreated cells at all three dilutions (1:100, 1:1,000, and 1:10,000) for the fermentation hydrolyzate of ESM (ESM-FH) (P=0.021, P=0.020, P=0.009, respectively) in peripheral blood mononuclear cells. The enzymatic hydrolyzate of ESM (ESM-EH) also produced statistically significant levels of activated NF-κB at the 1:100 and 1:1,000 dilutions (P=0.004, P=0.006, respectively) but fell just shy of significance at the 1:10,000 dilution (P=0.073). Similarly, ESM-FH (P=0.021, P=0.002) and ESM-EH (P=0.007, P=0.007) activated NF-κB in THP-1 cells at 1:1,000 and 1:10,000 dilutions, respectively. The chemical hydrolyzate of ESM (ESM-CH) showed statistically significant levels of activation at the 1:1,000 dilution (P=0.005) but failed to differ from untreated cells at the 1:10,000 dilution (P=0.193) in THP-1 cells.

Conclusion: Results from our studies provide evidence that ESM hydrolyzates significantly activate NF-κB, and the source of this activity was investigated to confirm that it is inherent to ESM and not derived from bacterial contamination. Based on our findings, we propose a plausible hypothesis as to how increased NF-κB activity might translate into the in vivo efficacy that has been observed with ESM via an “oral tolerance” mechanism.
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Introduction

Eggshell membrane (ESM), found between the calcified shell and the albumin in chicken eggs, is primarily composed of fibrous proteins such as collagen type I that form the mesh-like structure of the bilayered material. ESMs have also been shown to contain other bioactive components, namely glycosaminoglycans (ie, dermatan sulfate, chondroitin sulfates, and hyaluronic acid). ESM is known to reduce the...
expression of various proinflammatory cytokines, including interleukin-1-beta (IL-1β) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) both in vitro and in vivo. A proprietary form of ESM, commercially available as the branded product NEM®, has demonstrated safety and efficacy in multiple clinical trials in relieving joint pain and stiffness in humans with osteoarthritis and has been investigated for similar uses in various species of animals. ESM is also reported to have possible beneficial effects in liver fibrosis in rats through regulating gene expression.

Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B-cells (NF-κB) is a heterodimeric protein that activates DNA sequences known collectively as κB sites (see for a detailed overview). There are two well-accepted pathways to activation of NF-κB: the canonical or classical pathway and the noncanonical or alternative pathway. In either pathway (canonical or noncanonical), the inhibitor of κB kinase complex is activated when signaling molecules bind to cell surface receptors. Bacterial or viral antigens, various cytokines (e.g., IL-1β, TNF-α), oxidative stress, ultraviolet irradiation, and free radicals are just some of the stimuli known to trigger activation of one or the other of the NF-κB pathways, either through direct binding to cell surface receptors or by causing other signaling molecules to be formed, which then bind to the receptors.

NF-κB was initially investigated for its critical role in regulating the immune response to infection. However, in the decades since its discovery, the dysregulation of NF-κB has been associated with numerous classical inflammatory diseases such as sepsis, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, and inflammatory bowel disease (see for a review). Interestingly, a number of diseases that are not obviously inflammatory in nature are also associated with NF-κB dysregulation, including atherosclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis, diabetes, and various cancers.

Because of its fundamental importance in immune system function and inflammatory diseases, the studies reported herein were designed to investigate the possible role that NF-κB activity might play in the reported biological activities of ESM.

Materials and methods

Reagents

All chemicals and reagents were used as received unless otherwise indicated. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade water, sodium bicarbonate, sodium carbonate monohydrate, sodium hydroxide, and filter paper (P4 grade, medium-fine porosity) were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Purified alkaline protease from Bacillus licheniformis was obtained from Bio-Cat, Inc. (Troy, VA, USA). ESM (from Gallus gallus) used in the preparation of ESM hydrolyzates was obtained from ESM Technologies, LLC (Carthage, MO, USA). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), Roswell Park Memorial Institute-1640 culture medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS), L-glutamine 200 mM, penicillin–streptomycin 100X solution, glacial acetic acid, and methanol were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co (St Louis, MO, USA). TransAM® NF-κB p65 enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits were obtained from Active Motif (Carlsbad, CA, USA). Bradford method protein assay kits were obtained from Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc. (Hercules, CA, USA).

Preparation of ESM hydrolyzates

Fermentation hydrolyzate

ESM powder (2.8 g) was suspended in 50 mL of purified water (HPLC grade) in a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, followed by the addition of 1.4 g of sucrose and 230 μL of a proprietary inoculum of bacteria and yeasts. The slurry was allowed to ferment at room temperature (−25°C) for 6 hours with moderate stirring (~500 rpm). The slurry was vacuum filtered to remove unreacted solids. The resulting clear, light brown solution contains 5%–7% dissolved solids and was divided into ~1 mL aliquots, which were stored frozen (~20°C) until later use in the bioassays. This preparation is referred to as fermentation hydrolyzate of ESM (ESM-FH).

Enzymatic hydrolyzate

ESM powder (1.0 g) was suspended in a buffer mixture (pH 9.3) comprising 15 mL of 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate and 5 mL of 0.1 M sodium carbonate in a 50 mL round-bottomed flask. Alkaline protease powder (20% w/w to ESM) was added, and the slurry was allowed to stir (~500 rpm) at 60°C for 5 days. The slurry was vacuum filtered to remove unreacted solids. The resulting clear, light brown solution contains 5%–7% dissolved solids and was divided into ~1 mL aliquots, which were stored frozen (~20°C) until later use in the bioassays. This preparation is referred to as enzymatic hydrolyzate of ESM (ESM-EH).
Chemical hydrolyzate
The hydrolysis was performed according to the method of Strohbehn et al. Briefly, ESM powder (1.0 g) was suspended in a 5% (w/v) sodium hydroxide solution in a 25 mL round-bottomed flask. The slurry was allowed to stir (−500 rpm) at 50°C for 4 hours. The mixture was allowed to cool and was vacuum filtered to remove any eggshell. The pH of the filtrate was adjusted to 7 with a 5% (w/v) acetic acid solution while keeping the mixture temperature at ≤4°C. The solution was desalted using a dialyzing membrane with two to three equal volumes of water. The resulting clear, pale yellow solution was adjusted to contain 5%−7% dissolved solids and was divided into ~1 mL aliquots, which were stored frozen (−20°C) until later use in the bioassays. This preparation is referred to as chemical hydrolyzate of ESM (ESM-CH).

Cell source and culture conditions
Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were obtained from Astarte Biologics, LLC (Bothell, WA, USA). PBMCs were cultured at 3.2×10⁶ cells/well in culture medium (RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, L-glutamine [2 mM], penicillin [100 U/mL], and streptomycin [100 mg/mL]). The human leukemic monocyte cell line THP-1 was obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA) and was cultured at 2.0×10⁶ cells/well in culture medium (RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 2-mercaptoethanol [0.05 mM], and 1% penicillin–streptomycin). Both PBMC and THP-1 cell cultures were utilized for the subsequent determination of NF-κB activity.

Evaluation of the in vitro NF-κB activity of ESM hydrolyzates
The in vitro NF-κB activity of ESM hydrolyzates was initially evaluated in human PBMCs utilizing the facilities and services of the Jordan Valley Innovation Center within the Center for Biomedical and Life Sciences at Missouri State University (JVIC-MSU; Springfield, MO, USA). THP-1 cells were incubated in suspension for 3–5 days and were subsequently plated at a cell density of 2.0×10⁶ cells/well in culture medium in 24-well culture plates (growth area 1.9 cm²/well). The cells were plated using a volume of 350 μL per well in duplicate in three independent experiments (n=3 per condition). Aliquots of ESM hydrolyzates (ESM-FH, ESM-EH, or ESM-CH) were allowed to thaw prior to filtering through a 0.2 micron polyethersulfone disc to sterilize them. The ESM hydrolyzates were then diluted (1:1,000; 1:10,000) with culture medium. Each dilution was added to a culture well (3 mL total volume), and the cells were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO₂ for 4 hours. Because ESM hydrolyzates were found to be activating in PBMCs, only LPS (10 ng/mL) was used as a positive control. Activity was again compared with untreated cells. Cells were pelleted by centrifuging at 150 x g (1,200 rpm) for 3 minutes and the supernatant was discarded. Cell lysates were prepared from the incubated cultures via bead milling. The whole cell lysates were assayed for NF-κB activity via a commercially available ELISA kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were assayed in duplicate and were normalized for total protein content via the Bradford method according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

The determination of the in vitro NF-κB activity of ESM hydrolyzates in THP-1 cells was performed utilizing the facilities and services of the Jordan Valley Innovation Center within the Center for Biomedical and Life Sciences at Missouri State University (JVIC-MSU; Springfield, MO, USA). THP-1 cells were incubated in suspension for 3–5 days and were subsequently plated at a cell density of 2.0×10⁶ cells/well in culture medium in 24-well culture plates (growth area 1.9 cm²/well). The cells were plated using a volume of 350 μL per well in duplicate in three independent experiments (n=3 per condition). Aliquots of ESM hydrolyzates (ESM-FH, ESM-EH, or ESM-CH) were allowed to thaw prior to filtering through a 0.2 micron polyethersulfone disc to sterilize them. The ESM hydrolyzates were then diluted (1:1,000; 1:10,000) with culture medium. Each dilution was added to a culture well (3 mL total volume), and the cells were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO₂ for 4 hours. Because ESM hydrolyzates were found to be activating in PBMCs, only LPS (10 ng/mL) was used as a positive control. Activity was again compared with untreated cells. Cells were pelleted by centrifuging at 150 x g (1,200 rpm) for 3 minutes and the supernatant was discarded. Cell lysates were prepared from the incubated cultures by adding 45 μL of complete lysis buffer (containing dithiothreitol and protease inhibitor). The whole cell lysates were assayed for NF-κB activity via a commercially available ELISA kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were assayed in duplicate and were normalized for total protein content via the Bradford method according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Evaluation of the ESM source of NF-κB activation
An initial evaluation of the source of NF-κB activity was performed utilizing the facilities of NIS Labs using respective appropriate controls. PBMCs (prepared as described
previously) were exposed to aliquots of ESM hydrolyzate or control solutions for 4 hours prior to NF-κB activity determination. ESM-FH NF-κB activity was compared with untreated cells and cells treated with the fermentation broth (minus ESM). Similarly, the ESM-EH was compared with untreated cells and cells treated with the enzyme digest solution alone. A further, more discerning, evaluation of the source of in vitro NF-κB activity of ESM hydrolyzates in THP-1 cells was performed utilizing the facilities and services of JVIC-MSU. THP-1 cells were prepared as described previously. Aliquots of ESM hydrolyzates (ESM-FH, ESM-EH, or ESM-CH) were allowed to thaw prior to filtering through a 0.2 micron polyethersulfone disc to sterilize them. The ESM hydrolyzates were then diluted (1:100; 1:1,000) with culture medium. Each dilution was added to a culture well as well as separate wells for hydrolyzate + polymyxin B (10 mg/mL) and hydrolyzate + lipoprotein lipase (10 mg/mL). The cells were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO₂ for 4 hours. LPS (10 ng/mL) was again used as a positive control. Activity was compared with untreated cells, cells treated with polymyxin B only, cells treated with LPS + polymyxin B, and cells treated with lipoprotein lipase only. Cell cultures were processed and whole cell lysates were analyzed as described previously.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were done either as a two-tailed, independent group Student’s t-test or a Kruskal–Wallis test for multiple comparisons. Statistical significance was accepted at a P-value of P<0.05. SYSTAT software (version 13) was used for all statistical analyses.41

Results
Evaluation of the in vitro NF-κB activity of ESM hydrolyzates
There were statistically significant levels of NF-κB activation versus untreated cells at all three dilutions (1:100, 1:1,000, and 1:10,000) for the ESM-FH (P=0.021, P=0.020, P=0.009, respectively) in PBMCs. The ESM-EH also showed statistically significant levels of activation at the 1:100 and 1:1,000 dilutions (P=0.004, P=0.006, respectively) but fell just shy of significance at the 1:10,000 dilution (P=0.073). Both the fermentation and enzymatic hydrolyzates of ESM at the 1:100 and 1:1,000 dilutions activated NF-κB in human PBMCs comparably with LPS at 100 ng/mL (Figure 1).

Similarly, there were statistically significant levels of NF-κB activation versus untreated cells at both dilutions (1:1,000 and 1:10,000) for the fermentation and enzymatic hydrolyzates of ESM (ESM-FH: P=0.021, P=0.002; ESM-EH: P=0.007, P=0.007, respectively) in THP-1 cells. The ESM-CH also caused statistically significant levels of activation at the 1:1,000 dilution (P=0.005) but failed to differ from untreated cells at the 1:10,000 dilution (P=0.193). Both the fermentation and enzymatic hydrolyzates of ESM at the

Figure 1 NF-κB activity of fermentation and enzymatic hydrolyzates of ESM in human PBMCs. Human PBMCs were incubated for 4 hours with either medium (untreated control), LPS, vitamin C + LPS, or each dilution of ESM hydrolyzate. Whole cell lysates were then analyzed for NF-κB activity after normalizing for protein content. Bars represent mean ± standard error of the mean; values are presented relative to untreated control.

Notes: *P<0.05 versus untreated control; P<0.10 versus untreated control.

Abbreviations: NF-κB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B-cells; ESM, egg shell membrane; PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; ESM-FH, ESM fermentation hydrolyzate; ESM-EH, ESM enzymatic hydrolyzate.
1:1,000 dilution activated NF-\(\kappa\)B in human THP-1 cells comparably with LPS at 10 ng/mL (Figure 2).

**Evaluation of the ESM source of NF-\(\kappa\)B activation**

No increased NF-\(\kappa\)B activity was observed in the cells treated with fermentation broth alone; however, ESM-FH activity was similar to what was observed previously (data not shown). Similarly, no increased NF-\(\kappa\)B activity was observed with enzyme digest alone; however, ESM-EH activity was similar to what was observed previously (data not shown). Polymyxin B (10 mg/mL) adequately inhibited activation by LPS at 10 ng/mL (Figure 3) but showed a small degree of NF-\(\kappa\)B activation itself (although not statistically significant). Lipoprotein lipase had no significant impact on NF-\(\kappa\)B activity when used alone. These effects were confirmed in the separate bioassays of all three hydrolyzates (data not shown). There was no statistically significant difference between the ESM hydrolyzate alone samples and the ESM hydrolyzate + polymyxin B samples for any of the hydrolyzates tested (1:10,000 dilution) (ESM-FH, \(P=0.262\); ESM-EH, \(P=0.727\); ESM-CH, \(P=0.240\)). Similarly, there was no statistically significant difference between the ESM hydrolyzate alone samples and the ESM hydrolyzate + lipoprotein lipase samples for any of the hydrolyzates tested (1:10,000 dilution) (ESM-FH, \(P=0.539\); ESM-EH, \(P=0.855\); ESM-CH, \(P=0.281\)). Data for ESM-FH are presented in Figure 4.

Similar results were observed for ESM-EH and ESM-CH (data not shown).

**Discussion**

NF-\(\kappa\)B is of fundamental importance to the functioning of innate immunity. Its dysregulation is implicated in the pathology of a considerable variety of human diseases. The
goal of our studies was to investigate the potential role of NF-κB might play in the beneficial biological activities reported previously for ESM. ESM hydrolyzates were chosen for our studies because of 1) the simplicity of their addition to cell cultures, 2) the variety of preparation methods available (eg, fermentation, enzymatic, or chemical), and 3) the potential to generate bioactive substances possessing differing activity profiles. Human PBMCs obtained from healthy volunteers were initially chosen for these studies owing to the wide variety of mononuclear cells present in this source (eg, T-lymphocytes, B-lymphocytes, natural killer cells, monocytes, and dendritic cells).42,43 Readily available THP-1 monocytes were subsequently used because of their antigen presenting characteristics that are similar to those of dendritic cells found in the gut, which are not readily available.

At the outset, it was unknown whether ESM hydrolyzates would stimulate or inhibit active levels of NF-κB. Previous work1 in which an extract of ESM was shown to reduce the expression of proinflammatory cytokines in mitogen-challenged human PBMCs provided preliminary data that the hydrolyzates’ effect on NF-κB would be inhibitory. The data reported here show that ESM hydrolyzates significantly activate NF-κB in unstimulated cells. The ESM-FH and the ESM-EH showed quite similar activities in both PBMCs and THP-1 cell cultures. The ESM-CH, however, was about tenfold less active than the other hydrolyzates in THP-1 monocytes. As seen in Figure 2, the 1:1,000 dilution of ESM-CH had approximately the same activity as the 1:10,000 dilutions of ESM-FH and ESM-EH. This result is logically consistent with the differing specificities of the hydrolysis conditions. That is, both microorganisms and purified enzymes will be fairly specific in their sites of hydrolysis within the ESM protein structure, whereas chemical hydrolysis is quite indiscriminate. It is likely that the NF-κB-activating soluble peptides that are formed initially during hydrolysis are being further degraded by the harsh chemical conditions, resulting in lower activity in cell culture.

Because ESM hydrolyzates induced increased levels of NF-κB, we felt it necessary to broadly explore the possible sources of this activity. Our immediate concern was to determine whether the activity was inherent in ESM or if it was due to materials used to produce the hydrolyzates (ie, fermentation inoculum or enzyme) or to some other type of contaminant. As neither the fermentation inoculum nor the enzyme produced elevated NF-κB activity, it was necessary to consider alternative sources for the observed activity. Degradation products of extracellular matrix components, such as fibronectin, collagen, proteoglycans, and hyaluronan, are believed to play a significant role in the pathogenesis of both osteo- and rheumatoid arthritis, likely through autoimmune mechanisms.44–46 and at least some of these components do so via activation of NF-κB.47,48 Hyaluronan, proteoglycans, and collagens all naturally occur in ESM and may be responsible for at least part of the activity reported here. However, they occur at relatively low levels, up to 2% each hyaluronan and proteoglycans and up to 5% collagen. Therefore, we speculate that other sources may provide a more likely explanation for the observed stimulatory activity.

Bacterial cellular components and DNA have been found in the joints of patients suffering from a variety of arthritides,49 and the innate immune response to these contaminants is believed to play a possible role in the pathogenesis of these diseases.50,51 Additionally, Pugh et al52 found that the majority of in vitro macrophage activation exhibited by extracts of a number of common “immune enhancing” botanicals (Echinacea, ginseng, and alfalfa) was not inherent in the botanical compounds themselves but was due to contamination with bacterial cellular components such as bacterial lipoproteins and LPS. Being a natural product, it was logical that ESM would be contaminated with various microbial species. Although the ESM was heat treated to substantially reduce the living bioburden prior to hydrolysis, the cellular components from the formerly living microorganisms would remain.

Intact microorganisms should have been removed during filtration of the hydrolyzates through 0.2 micron filter membranes prior to the initial assays; however, cellular fragments from these microorganisms could not be ruled out as the source of activation. Therefore, we investigated the possible contribution of LPS and/or bacterial lipoprotein to the observed activation of NF-κB by ESM hydrolyzates. LPS activity is abrogated by the long-known antibiotic polymyxin B,53 and the enzyme lipoprotein lipase deactivates bacterial lipoprotein through cleavage of the lipid–protein bond.54 All three hydrolyzates (ESM-FH, ESM-EH, and ESM-CH) were evaluated alone and in combination with either polymyxin B or lipoprotein lipase. If a significant proportion of the NF-κB activity of the hydrolyzates was derived from either of these bacterial cellular components, the polymyxin B-treated and lipoprotein lipase-treated cells would have exhibited substantially decreased activity compared with the hydrolyzates alone. However, no differences were observed between the ESM hydrolyzates alone and either the ESM hydrolyzates + polymyxin B or ESM hydrolyzates + lipoprotein lipase. With no evidence that the NF-κB activation by ESM hydrolyzates is derived from bacterial cellular components, it would seem that this activity is attributable to the inherent bioactive components present
in ESM. Further work will be needed to elucidate whether this activity draws from known stimulatory components of ESM (hyaluronan, proteoglycans, collagens) or from an as yet unidentified peptide or peptides produced from the various hydrolysis conditions.

Since the vast majority of NF-κB dysregulation encountered in disease pathology is of elevated or inappropriately activated NF-κB, it would seem counterintuitive that ESM hydrolyzates activating NF-κB would contribute to ESM’s observed in vivo efficacy. Here we raise the possibility that this efficacy is achieved through an “oral tolerance” mechanism. Oral tolerance refers to the phenomenon of a reduced peripheral immune response (tolerance) that results from the repeated exposure of the mucosal immune system in the gut to ingested protein antigens. Oral tolerance to immunogenic peptides that are repeatedly ingested is believed to result from immune surveillance within the gut-associated lymphoid tissue as a way for the body to prevent an inappropriate or unnecessary immune response to proteins normally consumed in the diet. This tolerogenic behavior is thought to occur through the presentation of these peptides by antigen-presenting cells in the gut-associated lymphoid tissue to circulating T-cells, causing them to transform into regulatory T-cells (Treg cells), which results in anergy and even active suppression by these cells when they return to circulation. Oral tolerance has been shown to be effective in a variety of autoimmune diseases, including arthritis, diabetes, colitis, and multiple sclerosis (see and for a review). There has been particular attention paid to autoimmune arthritides in this area of research in which cartilage autoantigens (particularly type II collagen) produce antigen-specific suppression of the immune response. In addition, “bystander suppression,” wherein Treg cells produce a higher proportion of general anti-inflammatory cytokines (eg, IL-4, IL-10, and transforming growth factor-beta) suppressing the local autoimmune reaction independently of the antigen type, is also an active area of arthritis research. Further work will be needed to investigate whether ESM might function via 1) antigen-specific immune suppression from its extracellular matrix content (ie, collagen, proteoglycans, and hyaluronan), 2) bystander suppression, 3) some unrelated mechanism, or 4) some combination of these.

**Conclusion**

A great deal of research has been conducted relating to NF-κB since its discovery, particularly in the last couple of decades, and with so many people suffering from diseases involving its dysregulation, this trend is sure to increase. We presented here results that ESM hydrolyzates produced via three different hydrolysis conditions (ie, fermentation, enzymatic, and chemical) activate NF-κB in both human primary cells and a human leukemic cell line. The source of this activity was also investigated to confirm that it is inherent to ESM and not derived from hydrolysis conditions or from bacterial contamination. We also proposed a plausible hypothesis, via an oral tolerance mechanism, as to how this NF-κB activity might translate into the in vivo efficacy that has been previously observed with ESM. Further work is needed to confirm this proposed mechanism of action and to possibly identify the component(s) of ESM that is/are the source of the reported activity.
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